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Abstract. Surface Evolver simulations of flowing two-dimensional
foams are described. These are used for two purposes. Firstly, to
extract the location of the T1 s, the changes in bubble topology that
occur during plastic flow. It is shown that the T1 s are localized in
space, becoming more so as the polydispersity of the foam decreases.
Secondly, the sedimentation of two circular discs through a foam under gravity is studied. If the discs are sufficiently close, they begin to
interact and one moves behind the other during their descent.
PACS. 47.57.Bc Foams and Emulsions – 83.80.Iz Emulsions and
Foams

1 Introduction

However, given the degree of disorder
within the foam structure and the comLiquid foams are familiar from domes- plex response, it makes sense to first contic use and important in industrial ap- sider two-dimensional (2D) foams, such
plications including ore-separation and as can be made by squeezing a foam beenhanced oil recovery [1, 2]. They are tween parallel glass plates until it conelasto-visco-plastic complex fluids with sists of a single layer of bubbles [5]. Other
a highly nonlinear response to applied realizations of a 2D foam include the bubforces: at low strain they deform elas- ble raft of Bragg and Nye [6], promoted
tically, like a solid, while above a yield recently by Dennin and co-workers [7, 8,
stress they flow like a viscous liquid [3]. 9], and the hybrid method of Cyril StanOf all complex fluids, liquid foams pro- ley Smith [10] and Fortes and co-workers
vide one of the most experimentally ac- [11, 12]. A theme of current research is
cessible systems for study, since bubbles exploring the different responses of each
are objects that can have millimetric di- of these experimental setups [13, 14], remensions. Moreover, Plateau’s laws [4] quiring an understanding in particular of
mean that the internal structure of a foam the effects of liquid content.
is well understood, at least at the level of
The mathematical idealization of a
the network of films. Foams thus provide
two-dimensional
foam is, however, clear:
a prototypical complex fluid.
a dry 2D foam at equilibrium consists
a
email: foams@aber.ac.uk
of bubbles with fixed areas surrounded
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by films that are circular arcs meeting
threefold at angles of 120◦ (figure 1). These
rules are consequences of minimization
of energy [15], which is in this case the
total film length multiplied by surface
tension. This model, and various approximations to it, have long been used for
simulation [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Here,
we use the Surface Evolver software [22]
to simulate with high accuracy foams consisting of many hundreds of bubbles, to
predict the plastic response of 2D foams.
At low strain a foam responds as an
elastic medium. That is, the shear stress,
given as a sum of surface tension contributions in the films [23, 24], increases linearly with strain. As the strain increases,
the foam begins to yield and bubbles begin to slide past each other in plastic
events known as T1 topological changes
(figure 1) [25]. These occur when a film
shrinks to zero length and a fourfold vertex is formed. Such a vertex is unstable, and immediately dissociates into two
threefold vertices with the connecting film
now perpendicular to the vanishing one.
In the notation of Wang et al. [9], two
bubbles that were nearest-neighbours become next-nearest neighbours, and vice
versa. Each T1 event contributes a drop
in both total film length and stress.
Localization of T1 events, also referred
to as shear banding, has been described
in experiments in an annular wide-gap
Couette viscometer [26]. After an initial
transient, the majority of T1 events occur close to the inner moving wall. Similar results have been found in simulations [27]. In linear Couette shear between parallel side-walls, there is also localization of T1 s. In this geometry, since
the shear stress should be homogeneous
there is no preferred location for the localized region based upon the boundary
conditions, confirmed by Potts model [28]
and Surface Evolver [19] simulations.
The presence of phenomena such as
shear localization presents a non-trivial
obstacle to the development of continuum models for foam rheology [29, 30].
Approaches such as the theory of shear
transformation zones [31] also require that
the local dynamics is first understood.

In §2 we predict the width of the localized region in linear Couette shear,
and its dependence on the area disorder
of the foam. This is, in effect, a prediction of the degree to which the foam is
fluidized under shear. In the limit of zero
area disorder - a monodisperse foam T1 events tend to occur in a very narrow band and shear-induced crystallization is evident. We show here that making a foam more polydisperse widens the
localized region and can thus reduce the
amount of static foam present.
We characterize the polydispersity, or
volumetric disorder, of a foam by the second moment of the distribution of bubble areas A:


(A − hAi)2
(1)
µ2 (A) =
hAi2
where hi denotes an average over the whole
foam. In contrast to the disorder in the
number of sides n of each bubble, µ2 (n) =
h(n − 6)2 i, which varies in time due to
T1 s, the area disorder is fixed in each
of our simulations. That is, we exclude
inter-bubble gas diffusion (coarsening) and
film collapse. The elastic response of a
foam is characterized by the shear modulus [32], which decreases by up to 10%
at both high topological and high volumetric disorder [23].
In a further effort to understand the
response of a foam, we consider a geometry in which we know approximately
where the T1 s will occur, and ask what
is the interaction between the foam flow
and an embedded object (§3).
A number of authors have studied
the flow of a 2D foam past a fixed object,
with both experiments [12, 33, 34, 35]
and simulations [36, 35]. The drag and
lift forces on the object are due to a
number of contributions. At low velocity the dominant ones are the force from
the tensions in the films attached to the
object and the pressures in the bubbles
that touch it. For a circular object in
the centre of a channel the drag force
increases with object diameter [36, 37]
and decreases with increasing liquid fraction [35]. For asymmetric objects such as
an aerofoils [12], and for circular objects
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Fig. 1. An ideal 2D foam consists of films that are circular arcs, meeting at 120◦ . The
sequence of images shows a T1 topological change. The intermediate step with the fourfold
vertex is energetically unstable. The orientation of a T1 is characterized by the lines joining
bubble centres adjacent to the deleted and created films, marked by dashed lines.

close to one of the walls of the channel,
there is in addition a lift force. For an
aerofoil this is a negative lift [12], while
for the circular object it points away from
the wall [36].
Related work in three dimensions is
concerned with single spheres, with a diameter larger than the bubble size, being pulled [38, 39, 40] or dropped [41, 42]
through a foam.
In §3 we examine the the interaction
between two circular discs falling through
a foam under their own weight. We aim
to answer questions such as the conditions under which two objects falling through a foam are mutually attracted or
repelled, as has been done for a number of viscoelastic fluids [43, 44, 45]. The
answers will give guidance in determining the effect of a wake in a discretized
elasto-plastic fluid.
To guide our intuition we recall work
on the flow of a foam past an ellipse: Dollet et al. [46] found that the only stable orientation of an ellipse was with its
long axis parallel to the direction of flow.
This is a feature of elastic fluids [47]. Is it
therefore the case that the plastic events
are not significant in determining this aspect of the foam response, and we can
treat it as an elastic liquid?

2 The localization of
topological changes in linear
Couette shear
We describe simulations of the slow linear Couette shear of a 2D foam confined
between parallel walls (figure 2). The area

dispersity µ2 (A) is varied to determine
how the width of the localized region depends upon this parameter.

2.1 Method
We use the Surface Evolver [22] in a mode
in which each film is represented as a circular arc. We use foams of N = 1120
bubbles, in a channel of width W = 3.2
and length L = 8.0, giving an average
bubble size of hAi = 0.0229 and about 21
bubbles between the walls. The value of
surface tension, which should be thought
of as a line tension with units of energy
per unit length, is taken equal to one
throughout. A realistic foam structure is
found by minimizing the total film length
subject to the prescribed bubble areas.
For some parameter values we doubled
the number of bubbles in the x− direction to ensure that the results were not
affected by the possibility of system-wide
avalanches of T1 events (data not shown).
The simulation procedure is as follows. A Voronoi construction [48] is first
used to generate a fully periodic tessellation of the plane. Bubbles at the top
and bottom are sequentially deleted until the required number of bubbles remains. This structure is imported into
the Surface Evolver and peripheral films
constrained to one of the two side-walls,
a distance W apart. New bubble areas
are determined randomly from a Weibull
distribution:
β
f (A; β, λ) =
λ

 β−1
β
A
e−(A/λ) . (2)
λ
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Fig. 2. An example of the foams used to simulate linear Couette shear in a channel, with
µ2 (A) = 0.175. The channel is periodic in the x direction. To shear the foam the side-wall
at the top of the image is moved to the right (positive x-direction) in small increments dǫ.
Those films that meet the side-walls have their ends pinned to the wall (no-slip condition).

The parameter β > 1 determines the
area dispersity and the parameter λ is
chosen as λ = 1.115hAi (so that the peak
of the distribution is close to A = hAi).
The second moment of this distribution
is


2
Γ 1+
β
(3)
µ2 (A) = 
2 − 1
1
Γ 1+
β

the foam passes through a sequence of
equilibrium states, appropriate to an applied strain with strain rate much lower
than the rate of equilibration after T1 s.
The value dǫ = 0.0078 was used throughout, and the foam sheared up to a total
strain of at least ǫ = 5.

where Γ is the Gamma function. The
limit β → ∞ corresponds to a monodisperse foam (µ2 (A) = 0); decreasing β
leads to increasingly polydisperse foams.
Note that since our foam sample is finite,
the value of β chosen for each simulation can lead to slightly different values
of µ2 (A).
The initial structure for each simulation is found by reducing the total film
length to a local minimum. During this
minimization T1 s are triggered by deleting each film that shrinks below a certain length lc and allowing a new films to
form to complete the process. The critical length lc is a measure of liquid fraction φ [36], but we keep it small enough
here (lc = 0.005 throughout, corresponding to φ = 2.6 × 10−4) that it should not
affect the results [27].
To shear the foam, a small step in
strain is applied by moving one of the
confining walls a distance dǫ, moving all
vertices affinely, and then reducing the
film length to a minimum. In this way,

Figure 3 shows the T1 positions in foams
at three representative values of µ2 (A).
Plotting the y position of a T1 against
strain, or the number of iterations, indicates that for each value of µ2 (A) there
is an initial transient that lasts up to approximately unit strain. In the monodisperse case shown in figure 3(a), the T1 s
mostly occur close to the moving wall.
Although this is not the case for all of our
simulations in the monodisperse limit,
we found that monodisperse foams usually localize near one of the walls (see figure 4(a)). As the polydispersity increases,
the width of the localized region increases
and it often occurs further from the walls
(figure 4(a)). At large values of polydispersity (small β) the T1 s occur almost
throughout the channel. For the intermediate value of µ2 (A) shown in figure
3(b), we note that plotting the data on y
vs x axes illustrates a slight undulation
in the localized region.
We measure the width lw of the localized region as follows. After the tran-

2.2 Position of T1 s
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Fig. 3. Locations of topological changes in simulations at three values of µ2 (A), shown on
y vs x axes (left-hand column) and on y vs γ (strain or number of iterations) axes (right
hand column). (a) Monodisperse (µ2 (A) = 0, β → ∞). (b) Moderately polydisperse (the
foam in figure 2, µ2 (A) = 0.175). (c) Highly polydisperse (µ2 (A) = 0.561). The vertical
bars show the position and width of the localized region after the transient; they are
centred at the average y position of the T1 s, averaged in groups of Ns = 100 iterations,
and their total height encompasses the foam width within which 90% of T1 s occur.

sient, taken to be the first 200 iterations,
we find the mean y position of the T1 s
in bins of Ns iterations. The localisation width wl is the interval in y position
within which 90% of T1 s are found. We
find that Ns = 100 gives the best measure of wl , that is, it balances the need
to have many points in each bin with the
desire to accurately reflect the width of
the evolving localization.
Figure 4(b) shows the increase of localisation width wl /W with disorder. It

is clear that at high disorder, and for
narrow (low W foams), the localized region may encompass the whole foam. At
low disorder, crystallization is more frequent, and localization usually occurs in
a narrow band. We find the following
rule of thumb:
p
wl
(4)
≈ µ2 (A).
W
On a few occasions (data not shown) we
found that two narrow localized regions
persisted up to strains of about 3.

600
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Fig. 4. (a) The position of the centre of the localized region, given as the average of
the mean y position of the T1 s in each group of Ns = 100 iterations after the transient.
Each point corresponds to one full simulation. As the foam becomes less disordered, the
T1 s localize closer to the walls, but without showing a preference for either the stationary
or moving wall. (b) The width of the localized region wl /W , given as the width of foam
within which 90% of T1 s occur after the transient, increases with area disorder µ2 (A).
Note the log axes. The right-hand axis indicates the localization
p width in terms of bubble
diameters. The straight line has slope one-half: wl /W = 0.8 µ2 (A).

2.3 Angular dependence of T1 s
Wang et al. [9] recorded the orientation
of the disappearing film and the newlycreated film during each T1 event in their
experiments on a sheared bubble raft.
This is done by drawing a line between
the centres of the bubbles neighbouring
each film, in consecutive images bracketing the T1 event, as in figure 1. The
distributions of angles show peaks at angles of about 45◦ and 135◦ respectively
to the walls of the channel. The height of
the peak increases with shear-rate, and
at low shear rate a small “knee” appears
at about 90◦ , i.e. parallel to the direction
of shear.
From our simulations we can extract
the same data, in the limit of low shearrate. Figure 5 shows these distributions,
with data obtained after the transient in
each simulation. We find the same peak
for the films that disappear, but the most
probable orientation for new films is at
30◦ . Moreover, no detail is seen around
90◦ . We therefore believe that this discrepancy is due to the high liquid content in the bubble raft experiments, unattainable with the methods described
here.
Although we do not probe the effect
of shear-rate on the height of the peak

p

2

w/

wl /W

y position

2.5

hAi

10

3

(as could be done with the Viscous Froth
Model [49]), we see that it is strongly
affected by polydispersity: monodisperse
foams exhibit a much higher peak. This
is perhaps suggestive of hexagonal ordering, although we did not test this explicitly (e.g. by measuring µ2 (n), with n the
number of sides of a bubble).

2.4 Other predictions
Our ultimate goal is to predict the region of a foam where localization will occur from the initial structure. Given that
there are many T1 s throughout the foam
during the transient, this is difficult. To
begin, we seek ways of characterizing the
foam structure, and then following these
characterizations through each simulation to detect robust changes when the
foam localizes. In particular, these methods should be able extractable from a
single image of a foam at a given time,
rather than requiring the tracking of bubbles from video analysis.
Our structural measures extract the
distribution of various quantities as a function of y. In particular, we seek to characterize the area distribution of a foam.
Five methods were investigated:

1
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Fig. 5. The distribution of the angle made with the x axis by a line joining the centres
of the two bubbles neighbouring a film that (a) disappears and (b) is created during a T1
event. The former peaks at around 30◦ and the latter at 135◦ .

1. we find the centre (xc , yc ) of each bub- to it in future work, in addition to other
ble by averaging the coordinates of measures such as the local stress in the
its vertices, and calculate the histogram foam.
of yc in 20 bins;
2. for each value of y0 ∈ [0, W ] we calculate the average area Ay of those
bubbles that intersect the line y = 3 Movement of discs through a
y0 ;
foam
3. we find the centre (xc , yc ) of each bubble by averaging the coordinates of
its vertices, and calculate the local We describe simulations that probe the
foam disorder µ2 (A), from (1), in 20 interaction between macroscopic objects
falling through a foam. The system unbins based upon yc ;
4. for each value of y0 ∈ [0, W ] we cal- der study consists of two circular discs,
culate the average length Ly of the whose diameters are equal and larger than
line y = y0 that is covered by each the bubble size. Recall that an elliptical
bubble, sometimes referred to as the object tries to align itself with the foam
flow [46]. Here, we show that when the
linear intercept method [50];
5. we calculate the texture tensor [51] discs are sufficiently close, one of them
based upon bubble centres in 20 bins. moves behind the other.
The discs’ motion is commenced from
Figure 6 shows these structural measures for the foam in figures 2 and 3(b) a position near the top of a monodisperse
at the beginning and end of the simu- foam. They descend under the action of
lation, i.e. before and after localization three forces, defined in figure 7: (i) gravn
has occurred. All measures are uniform ity; (ii) the resultant tension force F
at the beginning of the simulation, sug- due to the network of films that contact
gesting that it is not possible to predict each obstacle; (iii) the resultant pressure
force F p from the bubbles that touch
where a foam will localize.
Method 4, Ly , is the only 1D struc- each obstacle. The films touching the discs
tural measure to give a clear indication are not uniformly distributed around the
that the foam has localized. Note that circumference: as figure 8(a) shows, they
it does have the disadvantage that large bunch up behind the obstacle. It is this
fluctuations are observed for ordered struc- inhomogeneity that leads to the resultant network and pressure forces.
tures.
The texture tensor, method 5, is the
For each disc the network force is a
tensorial equivalent of Ly . It is more sen- sum over those films j that touch the
sitive than the latter but more difficult disc. Each film meets the disc perpento extract from the data. We shall return dicularly, and makes an angle θ with the

180
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Fig. 6. The five measures of foam structure are shown from left to right for the foam
in figure 3(b), both at the beginning and the end of the simulation. It is clear that the
foam is initially fairly isotropic, and that none of the methods 1 to 3 indicate that any
structural change has occurred during the evolution. In contrast, the peak around y ≈ 1.7
in Ly (method 4) corresponds to the region where the T1 s have localized. The tensorial
texture tensor (method 5) also shows this feature, as well as indicating that the bubbles
are more closely aligned (cf. figure 5).

y direction [36]. Thus:
X
(sin θj , cos θj ).
Fn = γ

(5)

filmsj

The pressure force is a sum over all bubbles touching the obstacle:
X
pk lk (sin θk , cos θk ). (6)
Fp =
bubblesk

where pk is the pressure inside the bubble, lk is the length of contact, and θk
is the angle that the inward normal at
the midpoint of the line of contact makes
with the y-direction.
3.1 Method
We perform quasi-static simulations as
described in §2.1, using a foam with N =
727 bubbles, width W = 0.792 and length
L = 1. The bubble size is therefore A ≈
1 × 10−3 (it shrinks slightly in proportional to the disc size, since the total
area of the foam and two disc system
is constant). The cut-off length for T1
events is lc = 0.002, corresponding to a
dry foam with φ ≈ 1×10−3 . The channel

is periodic in the y direction, parallel to
the direction of gravity, and we stop the
simulations before either of the discs returns to the top of the foam. Films that
meet the side-walls have that end fixed
throughout each simulation (no-slip condition). The ends of films that touch the
discs are free to slide, so as to be able
to make an equilibrium 90◦ angle (slip
condition).
Our dimensionless units are chosen
so that the line tension γ has the value
1. We choose the discs to have equal areas in the range 2A to 7A and equal
weights of w = 10 irrespective of their
size. We first ensured that this value of
weight is large enough that the discs are
not brought to a halt by the opposing
forces due to film tensions and bubble
pressures.
Two starting configurations are chosen, as shown in figure 8. The disc centres are initially separated by a distance
di , either horizontally (i = 1) or vertically (i = 2). In the first configuration,
there is a possibility of a small lift force
due to, and perpendicular to, the walls
[36], acting to push the discs together;
we quantify this in §3.2 and show that
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Fig. 7. The position of each disc evolves under the gravitational, tension and pressure
forces shown.

the discs are far enough from the wall
that it is negligible. The second case has
the advantage that the lift force on each
disc should be zero on average.
The simulations proceed as follows.
A foam containing the two discs in their
starting positions is relaxed to equilibrium, using the method described in [35].
At each iteration, the resultant forces on
each disc in the x and y directions are
calculated and the disc centres moved
according to
∆x = ǫ (Fxn + Fxp ) , 
∆y = ǫ Fyn + Fyp + w ,

in contrast to figure 9(a), figure 10(a)
shows that the motion of the left-hand
disc changes little when the right-hand
disc is removed. We therefore surmise
that the wall has no influence on the motion of the discs here.
In configuration 2, figure 10(b) shows
that the lower disc perturbs the foam in
such a way that the upper disc moves
more quickly than if it were not present.
Neither disc moves sideways to a great
extent.

(7)

where the subscripts denote the x and y
components of the forces. The parameter ǫ = 5 × 10−4 measures how far the
centres are moved at each iteration. The
foam perimeter (energy) is then brought
back to a local minimum with the discs
fixed. This comprises one iteration, which
is repeated until a disc reaches the bottom of the simulation cell. Representative paths of two discs are shown in figure 9.
3.2 Wall effects
To estimate the effect to which the lateral movement observed is due to the
wall, we ran simulations for each configuration with and without one of the
discs present. For a simulation of configuration 1 in which the discs are far
enough apart that they do not interact,

3.3 Varying disc size
We now fix the initial centre-to-centre
separation of the discs and measure how
the separation evolves during the descent
for discs of different size. For configuration 1, figure 11 shows that, in general,
the area of the discs makes little difference. In all but one case one of the discs
falls behind the other one. That our system always chooses the left-hand disc is
probably an artefact due to the foam creation step.
Fixing the initial centre-to-centre separation of the discs in configuration 2
leads to the result, shown in figure 12,
that the distance between the discs is reduced more quickly when the discs are
smaller. This can be attributed to the
fact that smaller discs experience a smaller
drag force [36], and are therefore more
affected by small changes in the foam
structure in the wake of another disc.
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Fig. 8. Two discs in a monodisperse 2D foam confined in a channel of width W . (a)
Configuration 1, in which the discs start side-by-side, with a distance d1 between their
centres and an angle θ made by the line joining their centres. (b) Configuration 2, in
which the discs start one above the other a distance d2 apart.
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the disc that began on the left of the foam advances more slowly and moves behind the
right-hand disc. (b) Configuration 2, with d2 = 0.2. The discs barely deviate to the sides,
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Fig. 10. The position of the disc centres with disc area 3.5A. (a) In configuration 1, the
presence of the right-hand disc (with d1 = 0.24) does not affect the descent of the left-hand
one. (b) In configuration 2, the upper disc descends more quickly when the lower disc (a
distance d2 = 0.2 away) is present, but they do not deviate sideways.
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Fig. 11. (a) The separation, measured in bubble widths, of the disc centres in configuration
1 for a range of disc areas, expressed in multiples of the bubble area. The initial separation
is close to 3 bubble widths. On average there is a slight increase in the separation between
the discs, and no clear trend with disc size. (b) The angle θ made by the line joining the
disc centres. In all but one case the left-hand disc moves behind the right-hand one.

3.4 Varying disc separation
The results for configuration 1 in figure
11 may be difficult to interpret because
the distance between the edges of the
discs varies as well as their areas. This
means that there are a different number
of bubbles between the discs in each case.
We now fix the disc size and vary the ini-

tial separation between the edges of the
discs. Figure 13 emphasizes that discs
which start closer together are more likely
to interact, and for one to move behind
the other.
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Fig. 12. The separation, measured in bubble widths, of the two discs in configuration 2.
The upper disc “catches up” the lower disc, and it does so more quickly if the discs are
smaller.
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Fig. 13. The separation, normalized by the initial separation, and the angle made by the
line joining the centres of the two discs in Configuration 1. The initial separations in the
key are given in terms of the width W of the foam. For the closest discs, the left-hand disc
moves behind the right-hand one, while for the next closest pair the reverse occurs.

4 Conclusion

tions between falling objects. We have
shown that small particles move faster
We have shown that localization in the in the wake of another, and that for suflinear Couette shear of a 2D foam is highly ficiently close pairs of particles one is atdependent on the polydispersity in bub- tracted into the wake of the other. Given
ble areas. At high dispersity, the local- the elastic nature of the interaction, and
ized region can extend throughout the the discrete nature of the foam which alfoam, with the width of this region de- lows single bubbles to detach from the
pendent upon the square-root of the sec- disc and possibly move upwards, we are
ond moment of area disorder, µ2 (A). A currently working towards extracting the
signature of the localization is given by bubble displacement field to test for the
a 1D measure of the polydispersity, Ly , phenomenon of a “negative wake” [53].
It remains to investigate the effects of
enabling us to probe how bubbles readjust to the shear and allow T1 s to collect a polydisperse foam, although we expect
these to be small, and the interaction bein specific regions of the foam.
The results begin to explain why the tween more particles/discs. We are cursimulations of Kabla and Debregeas [52] rently pursuing an experimental realizaindicate that T1 s occur close to the walls: tion of this system, to ascertain the apthe area dispersity is low in their case, so plicability of the results given here.
that we expect the localised region to be
For both systems studied here, and
near a wall.
indeed for foam research in general, the
Our simulations of two discs descend- influence of liquid is important. Extending through a foam probe the interac- ing this work to wet foams presents a

A. Wyn et al.: 2D Foam Rheology

challenge to simulation, although this is
itself overshadowed by the demands of
three-dimensional calculations on wet
foams.
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